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Q2( !"#$%#&'(&)*++,-*+&.#-#/,0$&123$&$)&62(&#().86&"?&3&6E"&T.3#6(#U8"+*&
<#"4())&6236&4"-(#(%&62(&)<#$+*&3+%&).55(#&T.3#6(#)&"?&0V/VP&3+%&
$+-"8-(%&6E"&!38&7"8:&.+%(#*#3%.36(&)6.%$")&?#"5&62(&!$6:&3+%&'(*$"+38&
783++$+*&3+%&62(&B3+%)43<(&,#42$6(46.#(&%(<3#65(+6)W&&Q2(&!'7&XY/&
!"55.+$6:&;()$*+&@6.%$"P&#3+&>:&<#"?())"#&M$4(+6(&%(8&'$"P&23%&3&6"638&
"?&0Z&)6.%(+6)W&Q2(&B,&YVY&A#>3+&;()$*+&@6.%$"P&#3+&>:&8(46.#(#&M3+*(8$&
1-3+*(8"<".8")P&23%&3&6"638&"?&/0&)6.%(+6)W&Q2(&6E"&)6.%$")&E(#(&<.6&
6"*(62(#&3)&3&#()<"+)(&6"&3&#(T.()6&?#"5&93%(#3&!".+6:&783++$+*&
;(<3#65(+6&6"&!38&7"8:[)&!$6:&3+%&'(*$"+38&783++$+*&;(<3#65(+6&
?"#&3+&.#>3+&%()$*+&<83+&?"#&62(&,-(+.(&/0&62"#".*2?3#(&E$62$+&62(&
4"55.+$6:&"?&93%(#3&'3+42")W&Q2(&A#>3+&;()$*+&\"$+6&@6.%$"&E3)&3+&
(F4(88(+6&"<<"#6.+$6:&6"&"??(#&)6.%(+6)&3+&$+6(#%$)4$<8$+3#:&23+%)U"+&
<#"S(46&(F<(#$(+4(&E$62$+&3&<(%3*"*$438&4"+6(F6&6236&#(<8$436(%&#(38&
professional life as close as possible: a client, a contract, and a speciﬁc
<#"%.46&6"&%(8$-(#W
Q2(#(&E(#(&6E"&53S"#&#(3)"+)&>(2$+%&62(&4".+6:[)&%(4$)$"+&6"&"#%(#&
this plan. Firstly, the need to adapt Avenue 12 to the increasing trafﬁc
%(53+%)&3+%&+(E&%(-(8"<5(+6&3+%&*#"E62&$+&62(&#(*$"+P&3)&E(88&3)&6"&
62(&?.6.#(&4"+)6#.46$"+&"?&3&>:U<3))&>:&!386#3+)&E2$42&E$88&63L(&5.42&"?&
the through trafﬁc away from the heart of Madera Ranchos. Secondly,
6"&<#"-$%(&%()$*+&)4(+3#$")&).**()6$+*&2"E&6"&$+4#(3)(&,-(+.(&/0[)&
E38L3>$8$6:&3+%&)3?(6:&?"#&<(%()6#$3+)P&3+%&2"E&6"&)23<(&?.6.#(&<.>8$4&
3+%&<#$-36(&%(-(8"<5(+6&6236&4".8%&<#"-$%(&-$).38&T.38$6:P&3&)6#"+*&
$%(+6$6:P&3+%&3&)(+)(&"?&<834(&?"#&62(&93%(#3&'3+42")&4"55.+$6:W
Q2( !"#$%#&'(&)*++,-*+&.#-#/,0$&123$&<#"4())&?"88"E(%&62(&M$)$"+&783+&
E2$42&#().86(%&?#"5&3&)(#$()&"?&4"55.+$6:&E"#L)2"<)&2(8%&$+&93%(#3&
'3+42")&%.#$+*&62(&).55(#&"?&0VV]W&Q2()(&E"#L)2"<)&E(#(&4"+%.46(%&
>:&3))$)63+6&<#"?())"#&A5.6&Q"L(#P&?#"5&!38&7"8:[)&!'7&;(<3#65(+6P&
3+%&8(%&6"&3&#(<"#6&$+%$436$+*&62(&4"55.+$6:[)&53S"#&<#">8(5)P&+((%)P&
3+%&%()$#()&3)&E(88&3)&)"5(&"?&62(&4"55.+$6:[)&>#"3%&$%(3)&?"#&62(&
,-(+.(&/0&!"##$%"#W&^+&62(&?388&T.3#6(#&"?&0VV]P&3+%&E$+6(#&3+%&)<#$+*&"?&
2010, a series of trafﬁc studies were carried out by associate professor
!"#+(8$.)&H.E"#)""P&38)"&?#"5&!38&7"8:[)&!'7&;(<3#65(+6P&$+%$436$+*&3&
)(#$()&"?&)4(+3#$")&?"#&,-(+.(&/0W&N"62&"?&62()(&)6.%$()&E(#(&4"+)$%(#(%&
3)&?".+%36$"+)&?"#&62(&%(-(8"<5(+6&"?&62(&)"8.6$"+)&4"+63$+(%&$+&62(&
!"#$%#&'(&)*++,-*+&.#-#/,0$&123$4

This report’s organization reﬂects the process carried out in the studio.
)5367#+&'8&9$"#$7*+:&3$-&75#&!$32:/,/&reﬂects the initial work performed
>:&62(&)6.%(+6)W&;$-$%(%&$+6"&)5388&6(35)P&62(&)6.%(+6)&23%&3&-(#:&)2"#6&
6$5(&6"&)6.%:&62(&M$)$"+&783+&3+%&62(&(F$)6$+*&%363&<#"-$%(%&>:&62(&
4".+6:&3+%&$+?"#536$"+&3-3$83>8(&"+&62(&E(>P&3+%&E(#(&3>8(&6"&53L(&
only one site visit. However, based on pre-deﬁned set of goals for the
$+-(+6"#:&3+%&"+&)6#$46&5(62"%)P&62(:&E(#(&3>8(&6"&4"5(&.<&E$62&3&
huge amount of information of excellent quality. A ﬁeld assessment of
Avenue 12 against a set of ﬁve urban design qualities developed on a
#(4(+6&#()(3#42&<#"S(46&?"#&62(&'">(#6&\"2+)"+&=".+%36$"+&3+%&#(836(%&
6"&346$-(&8$-$+*&3+%&E38L3>$8$6:P&3+%&)(+)(&"?&<834(W&Q2()(&T.38$6$()&E(#(&
$53*(3>$8$6:P&(+48").#(P&2.53+&)438(P&6#3+)<3#(+4:P&3+%&4"5<8(F$6:P&
and our ﬁeld studies revealed that the Avenue 12 Corridor scored very
8"E&"+&388&"?&62(5W&Q2(&)35(&)(6&"?&.#>3+&%()$*+&T.38$6$()&E3)&.)(%&
62#".*2".6&62(&%()$*+&<#"4())&3)&62(&%()$#(%&)(6&"?&62("#(6$438&*"38)&
6236&62(&783+&23%&6"&342$(-(W
During the ﬁeld visit the teams of students also used pre-deﬁned survey
?"#5)&6"&#(4"#%&62(&(F$)6$+*&%(-(8"<5(+6&4"+%$6$"+)&"?&62(&,-(+.(&
/0&$6)(8?&3+%&"?&388&8"6)&3+%&>.$8%$+*)&38"+*&$6P&$+48.%$+*&83+%)43<(&3+%&
building features, maintenance, land use, height, etc. A ﬁgure-ground
53<<$+*&)6.%:&E3)&38)"&<(#?"#5(%P&E2$42&E3)&-$).38&6""8&6"&#(-(38&
%$??(#(+6&%$5(+)$"+)&"?&62(&(F$)6$+*&%(-(8"<5(+6&38"+*&,-(+.(&/0G&
>.$8%$+*&?""6<#$+6)P&<.>8$4&3+%&<#$-36(&)<34()P&-343+6&8"6)P&3+%&)<34(&
%(%$436(%&6"&<3#L$+*&3+%&%#$-(E3:)W&
A list of constraints and opportunities was arrived at, as well as ﬁnal
^+-(+6"#:&3+%&,+38:)$)&53<)W&=.+%35(+6388:P&$+&$6)&<#()(+6&4"+%$6$"+)&
,-(+.(&/0&$)&3+&.+)3?(&3+%&.+366#346$-(&62"#".*2?3#(&?"#&>"62&
<(%()6#$3+)&3+%&5"6"#$)6)P&3+%&%(-(8"<5(+6&38"+*&93%(#3&'3+42")&
$)&"?&8"E&3()62(6$438&T.38$6:P&-(#:&8$5$6(%&$+&6(#5)&"?&)(#-$4$+*&62(&
4"55.+$6:P&3+%&.+366#346$-(&6"&<3))(#)U>:W&Q2(#(&3#(&+"&#(4#(36$"+38&
"<<"#6.+$6$()&3+%&?(E&<834()&6"&5((6P&62(&4"55.+$6:&$)&+"6&
5(5"#3>8(P&3+%&)(+)(&"?&<834(&$)&<#346$4388:&+"+(F$)6(+6W&&O"E(-(#P&
,-(+.(&/0[)&#$*26U"?UE3:&23)&<"6(+6$38&6"&#(4($-(&)$%(E38L)&3+%&
$5<#"-(5(+6)&6"&$6)&)6#((6)43<(P&62(#(&3#(&+.5(#".)&-343+6&8"6)&3+%&
buildings with potential for redevelopment, there is a signiﬁcant amount
"?&83+%)43<$+*&3+%&6#(()&$+&(F$)6$+*&8"6)P&62(#(&$)&3&6#(5(+%".)&<"6(+6$38&

6"&#()<"+%&<")$6$-(8:&6"&#(*$"+38&*#"E62&<#()).#()P&62(#(&3#(&4"5<(88$+*&
vistas of the surrounding agricultural ﬁelds and the distant sierras, and
62(&4"55.+$6:&23)&3&-(#:&)6#"+*&)(+)(&"?&>(8"+*$+*&3+%&E3+6$+*&6"&
<3#6$4$<36(W&Q2(&)6.%(+6)&<#()(+6(%&62(&#().86)&"?&62(&$+-(+6"#:&3+%&
62(&3+38:)$)&6"&62(&93%(#3&!".+6:&783++$+*&;(<3#65(+6&)63??&3+%&62(&
consultant (RBF), whose comments were incorporated into the ﬁnal
-(#)$"+W
Q2(&+(F6&<23)(&"?&62(&<(%3*"*$438&<#"4())&6""L&)6.%(+6)&6"&<(#?"#5&
)6.%$()&"?&<#"S(46)&3+%&<83+)&6236&4".8%&)(#-(&3)&<#(4(%(+6)&3+%&
$+)<$#36$"+)&?"#&62(&%(-(8"<5(+6&"?&$%(3)&3+%&)"8.6$"+)&?"#&93%(#3&
'3+42")W&Q2(&?#35(E"#L&3*3$+)6&E2$42&62()(&43)(&)6.%$()&E(#(&
performed was deﬁned by the same set of urban design qualities
.6$8$_(%&$+&62(&<#(-$".)&423<6(#W&Q2$)&E3:&62(&)6.%(+6)&4".8%&3+38:_(&2"E&
speciﬁc qualities were materialized through urban design solutions. More
than 30 case studies were performed, the most signiﬁcant appearing in
62$)&#(<"#6[)&!66#$-,;#/W
N3)(%&"+&)5367#+&'8&9$"#$7*+:&3$-&!$32:/,/&3+%&$6)&4"+48.)$"+)P&3+%&"+&
62( )3/#&<7%-,#/P&62(&)6.%(+6)&<3))(%&"+&6"&62(&+(F6&<23)(&E2(+&62(:&
%(-(8"<(%&62(&536(#$38)&#(<#()(+6(%&$+&)5367#+&(8&=#/,0$&)*$;#67W
^+&3&423##(66(U8$L(&(+-$#"+5(+6P&62(&)6.%$"&E3)&%$-$%(%&$+6"&6E"&83#*(&
groups, who worked intensively in deﬁning a Design Vision, a set of Goals
>3)(%&"+&62(&A#>3+&;()$*+&`.38$6$()P&3&)(6&"?&C>S(46$-()P&3+%&3&+.5>(#&
"?&;()$*+&^%(3)W&
,&!"+4(<6&783+&?"#&62(&#(%()$*+&"?&62(&,-(+.(&/0&!"##$%"#&#().86(%&?#"5&
62$)&<#"4())P&E$62&)2"#6&3+%&8"+*&6(#5&$5<8$436$"+)P&3+%&E3)&3%"<6(%&
>:&62(&483))&?"#&?.#62(#&%(-(8"<5(+6W&=.+%35(+6388:P&62(&4"+4(<6&
indicated a design scenario that included: a) gateways deﬁned
>:&>"62&5"+.5(+636$"+&3+%&62(&6:<(&3+%&)23<(&"?&%(-(8"<5(+6&
"44.##$+*&$+&62(&6E"&4"#+(#)&?34$+*&%#$-(#)&(+6(#$+*&93%(#3&'3+42")&
I?#"5&E()6&3+%&(3)6KJ&>K&5")68:&#()$%(+6$38&3#(3)&"+&62(&E()6&3+%&(3)6&
<"#6$"+)&"?&,-(+.(&/0J&4K&3&)6#"+*&4"55(#4$38&4"#(&E$62&5$F(%U.)()&3+%&
3&4"+4(+6#36$"+&"?&$+6(#()6$+*&<834()&6"&*"&3+%&)63:J&%K&3&4(+6#38&%()$*+&
(8(5(+6&6"&)(#-(&3)&3&)636(5(+6&3+%&<834(53L(#J&(K&)6#((6)43<$+*&6"&
(+23+4(&E38L3>$8$6:&3+%&)3?(6:&38"+*&,-(+.(&/0W&Q2(&)6.%(+6)&53%(&
3&<#()(+636$"+&"?&62(&!"+4(<6&783+&6"&62(&93%(#3&!".+6:&783++$+*&

E

,-(+.(&/0&!"##$%"#&'(%()$*+

;(<3#65(+6&)63??P&62(&4"+).863+6&I'N=KP&3+%&"62(#&!38&7"8:&?34.86:P&3+%&
#(4($-(%&)(-(#38&4"55(+6)&E2$42&E(#(&$+4"#<"#36(%&$+6"&62(&783+[)&
ﬁnal version.
=$+388:P&62(&483))&E3)&3*3$+&).>%$-$%(%&$+6"&)5388(#&$+6(#%$)4$<8$+3#:&
6(35)&6"&%(-(8"<&<#"S(46&)"8.6$"+)&?"#&,-(+.(&/0&3)&E(88&3)&%()$*+&$%(3)&
?"#&62(&%(-(8"<5(+6&"?&62(&<#$-36(&8"6)&38"+*&$6W&)5367#+&>8&)*++,-*+&
.#-#/,0$ >#$+*)&6"*(62(#&62(&#().86)&"?&62()(&6(35)[&(??"#6)W&Q2(&#(%()$*+&
<83+&$)&<#()(+6(%&3)&?"88"E)G&3K&)(-(#38&)"8.6$"+)&?"#&)6#((6)43<$+*P&
vehicular and pedestrian circulation such as one trafﬁc lane on each
%$#(46$"+P&4.#>&<3#L$+*P&E$%(#&)$%(E38L)&E$62&>.8>U".6)P&>$L(&83+()P&
#3$)(%&4#"))$+*)P&-(*(636(%&5(%$3+)P&(64J&>K&62(&%()$*+&"?&3&53S"#&
.#>3+&%()$*+&(8(5(+6&P&62(&,85"+%&783_3P&E2$42&E$88&346&3)&3+&$%(+6$6:&
giver, a central place spatial center for the community, and a trafﬁc
4385$+*&%(-$4(J&4K&$%(3)&?"#&3&)$*+3*(&):)6(5&3+%&?"#&)6#((6&?.#+$6.#(&
3+%&83+%)43<$+*&$+&<.>8$4&)<34()J&&%K&$%(3)&?"#&62(&%(-(8"<5(+6&
"?&)$F&%$??(#(+6&)(46"#)&38"+*&62(&,-(+.(&/0&!"##$%"#W&Q2(&,-(+.(&/0&
!"##$%"#&'(%()$*+&783+&$+48.%()&3&6"638&"?&XZ]PaaZ&)T?&"?&+(E&#()$%(+6$38&
development;; 231,047 sqf of commercial;; 50,494 sqf of ofﬁces;; 727,155
)T?&"?&<3#L)J&3+%&aXP0VV&"?&<.>8$4&.)()W&
Q2(&)$F&%()$*+&)(46"#)&3#(&I?#"5&E()6&6"&(3)6KG&D()6&b36(E3:P&@.>.#>3+&
'()$%(+6$38&D()6P&!"55.+$6:&73#L)P&!"55(#4$38P&@.>.#>3+&'()$%(+6$38&
13)6P&3+%&13)6&b36(E3:W&^+&62(&D()6&b36(E3:P&3&#".+%3>".6&E$62&3&
4(+6#38&5"+.5(+6&53#L)&62(&$+6(#)(46$"+&"?&'"3%&Xc&3+%&,-(+.(&/0P&
3+%&62(&6E"&4"#+(#&8"6)&E$88&?(36.#(&62(&!"55.+$6:&B$>#3#:&E$62&3&<3#L&
3+%&3&%(8$d(36(#:W&Q2(&@.>.#>3+&'()$%(+6$38&D()6&;()$*+&@(46"#&$)&5")68:&
%(%$436(%&6"&#()$%(+6$38&.)()P&3&):)6(5&"?&<"4L(6&<3#L)&)(#-$+*&62(&
4"55.+$6:P&3+%&3&?(E&"?&5$F(%U.)(&>.$8%$+*)&3)&8$-(UE"#L&.+$6)W&^+&62$)&
)(46"#P&62(#(&$)&3&)23#(%&<(%()6#$3+U>$L(&<362&38"+*&62(&+"#62&)$%(&"?&
,-(+.(&/0&3+%&3&<(%()6#$3+&<362&38"+*&62(&)".62&)$%(W&

ofﬁce, department stores, a grocery, a bank, a movie theatre, a hotel,
$+6(+)$-(&5$F(%&.)()&3+%&3<3#65(+6)P&3+%&3&)(#$()&"?&)5388&<.>8$4&<3#L)W&
This design sector will also feature a Fire Station and a Post Ofﬁce. In
62$)&)(46"#P&>.$8%$+*)&3#(&48")(#&6"&62(&8"6&?#"+6)&$+&"#%(#&6"&(+23+4(&
E38L3>$8$6:&3+%&<(%()6#$3+&4"++(46$-$6:&E$62&83+%&.)()&38"+*&,-(+.(&
/0W&,8"+*&62(&E2"8(&)6#(642&"?&62(&!"55(#4$38&!"#(&-(*(636(%&5(%$3+&
separates eastbound from westbound vehicular trafﬁc, and Class 1 bike
83+()&#.+&"+&+"#62&3+%&)".62&)$%()P&>(6E((+&62(&4.#>&<3#L$+*&3+%&62(&
)$%(E38L&<#"<(#W
Q2(&@.>.#>3+&'()$%(+6$38&13)6&;()$*+&@(46"#&$)&8"436(%&>(6E((+&
62(&!"55(#4$38&!"#(&3+%&62(&43+38W&Q2(&<83+&L((<)&62(&(F$)6$+*&
)$+*8(U?35$8:&2".)$+*&"+&62(&+"#62&)$%(&"?&,-(+.(&/0&)$+4(&$6&$)&E(88&
4"+)"8$%36(%&3+%&<#"-$%()&3&*""%&6#3+)$6$"+&>(6E((+&93%(#3&'3+42")&
3+%&62(&).##".+%$+*&3*#$4.86.#38&83+%W&C+&62(&)".62&)$%(P&62(&(F$)6$+*&
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1.1. Introduction

The site inventory of Madera Ranchos’ Avenue 12 was performed
on Saturday April 10, from approximately 11:00AM to 3:00PM, by
ten teams of three to four students. The study area stretched from
Road 36 (west) to the canal (east) and included part of the canal
south of the avenue. Each team was assigned one side of the
street to an extent of approximately two blocks (see map).

The second type of inventory included information on existing
development conditions in the private and public realms.
Students utilized a pre-designed survey form, recorded their ﬁeld
observations, took photographs, and noted the most prominent
aspects that condition development along Avenue 12. Section
1.3 presents a discussion of these ﬁndings.

The teams completed three types of inventories. In the ﬁrst type
of inventory, students studied and rated the presence of ﬁve
urban design qualities (imageability, enclosure, human scale,
transparency and complexity) along the two-mile stretch of
Avenue 12. These qualities reﬂect the common goals of place
making and walkability as expressed in current literature, as
well as the expectations of the community as expressed in the
Avenue 12 Vision Plan. For a full discussion of these qualities and a
discussion of the resulting data see section 1.2.

The third type of inventory was a ﬁgure-ground mapping of
Avenue 12. Figure-ground is a graphic technique that helps to
understand the morphology of the area and the importance,
scale, and relationship of its constituent elements. Figure-ground
mapping was done in Autocad based on the tract map, the
aerial photo, and the ﬁeld observations. It revealed the areas
dedicated to buildings, public spaces, and private spaces along
Avenue 12. For a full discussion of the ﬁgure-ground inventory, see
section 1.4.

A Site Analysis map was compiled with the information obtained
from the inventory, showing the most important indicators that
may hinder or support development. The Site Analysis map will
serve as a platform for the redesign of Avenue 12.
The analysis of the existing conditions revealed by the
inventory also led to a list of constraints and opportunities
for development which should be considered during design
alternatives, together with the community expectations as
expressed in the Avenue 12 Vision Plan.
This chapter will help support the development of alternatives for
the redesign of the Avenue 12 Corridor, as well as the individual
solutions to its various sectors. The Corridor has potential for inﬁll
development due to its proximity to Madera, Fresno, and other
employment opportunities, as well as to the several vacant and
under-utulized lots on both sides.

1: The Avenue 12 Corridor and the division of areas for ﬁeld work by the student teams.
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1.2. Urband Design Qualities

There is a signiﬁcant body of literature relating the quality of urban
design and city form to place making, social interaction, and
community building. Most recently, several researchers observe that
there is a strong relationship between urban design and health. On
the psychological sense, good urban design satisﬁes our aesthetical
needs, provides identity and legibility to a place, and supports social
encounters, recreation, and community. On the physical sense, good
urban design provides for walkability through safe and comfortable
sidewaks, easy accessibility, a mix of uses, and an overall design that
keeps the pedestrian’s level of interest high.
In a recent article, Ewing et al (2006) discuss the body of literature
linking the built environment, physical activity and walkability. They note
that walkability is not only encouraged by density, street connectivity,
conditions of sidewalks, and distance to parks, but also to more subtle
urban design qualities they call “perceptual”, that is, qualities that
pedestrians perceive when experiencing a street. In a research project
for the Robert Johnson Foundation Active Living Program, these authors
developed a series of operational deﬁnitions for key urban design
qualities and a protocol for measuring ﬁve of them in the ﬁeld through
the Measuring Urban Design Qualities: An Illustrated Field Manual.1
This type of inventory of the development conditions along Avenue 12
consisted in considering ﬁve key urban design qualities for walkability
as deﬁned by Ewing et al (2006) and operationalized through their ﬁeld
manual. It should be noted that these key urban design qualities reﬂect
the Madera County and community expectations as identiﬁed in the
Avenue 12 Corridor Vision Plan.
As deﬁned by Ewing at al (2006), the ﬁve key urban design qualities used
in our study of development along Avenue 12 are:
Imageability: the quality that makes a place distinct, recognizable
and memorable, evoking feelings and creating a lasting
impression.
Enclosure: the degree to which streets and spaces have edges
and are well deﬁned by buildings, walls, trees and other elements.
1. Available from <www.activelivingresearch.org/node/10637>
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Human Scale: the size, texture, and articulation of physical
elements matching the proportions of humans and correspond to
the speed of walking.
Transparency: the degree that pedestrians can see or perceive
human activity or what lies beyond the edge of the street or of the
public space.
Complexity: the visual richness of a place which depends on the
variety perceived in the built environment, such as the number,
types, and diversity of buildings, ornamentation, street furniture,
signage, etc.
Ewing et al’s ﬁeld manual provided us with the necessary tool to
measure the physical features along Avenue 12 that have a direct
impact in generating these ﬁve key urban design qualities. The authors
provided us with the protocol and the scoring sheet used to record
ﬁeld measurements for 27 elements and to compute the resulting urban
design quality scores.
1.2.1. Assessing Urban Design Qualities in Avenue 12
The class was divided into ten teams to cover different stretches of the
project area, and during their ﬁeld work they used the manual, the
protocol, and the score sheet to record measurements of ﬁve key urban
design qualities. See the appendix for all the score sheets that resulted
from this ﬁeld work.
The averages of these counts were then used to produce one single
score sheet that depicts the intensity of the ﬁve key urban design
qualities for the whole of the Avenue 12 Corridor. The ﬁnal score sheet
(shown in the next page) provides the basis for the following discussion
and interpretation of the total scores obtained for the avenue’s
pedestrian environment.
Imageability:
Avenue 12 has a numerically high imageability score, although most
of this score is generated by the presence of “nature” (landscaping
and shrubbery) and by the amount of commercial identiﬁers (signs) in
facades and lot fronts. There are no plazas, parks, courtyards, or historical
buildings along the avenue. There are no buildings with special features
or ornamentation that could make them special and memorable. The
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number of outdoor dining is minimal and concentrated in the core area
(Pizza Factory and Subway), but during our visit none of this seating was
occupied.
During the interval of this speciﬁc ﬁeld work, students counted a total of
88 people along the whole stretch of the study area. However, it should
be noted that the majority of people observed (44) were concentrated
at the Maywood shopping center, and that many of the other people
observed were going in or out of garage/yard sales. The noise level on
both sides of the study was also high but since it was all generated by
vehicular trafﬁc it has a negative impact on imageability.
Enclosure:
Along the entirety of study area, there is a very low sense of enclosure
due to the relationship between the width of the street (open space),
height of buildings along the edges, and the spacing between these
buildings. The landscape elements (trees and shrubery) are not enough
to provide more sense of enclosure, and there are no tree canopies
projecting over the street. Consequently, a large proportion of the sky is
apparent to the pedestrian in all directions and, although this generates
a sense of openness it also stresses the image of a rural environment
as opposed to an urban or a village environment where the sense
of enclosure provides for a cozy and defensible space, and to social
interaction.
Human Scale:
The environment along Avenue 12 is almost devoid of human scale.
The west-east sightlines along it and most of the north-south sightlines
along its sides are very long and lead the eye well beyond the locale.
If this might be seen as a positive attribute for viewsheds leading the
eye of the pedestrian to the Sierras, the straight conﬁguration of the
avenue together with the lack of space markers (high buildings, trees
etc.), street furniture, and a more complex built environment along its
edges make that tend to lead pedestrians to perceive the space of the
avenue as boring and to interpret distances as larger than they really
are. The lack of sidewalks, trees and other elements closer to the street
curb also add to the lack of human scale along Avenue 12.
Transparency:
The ﬁndings on the sense of transparency along Avenue 12 are
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Aggregate score sheet for Urban Design Qualities along the Avenue 12 Corridor
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conﬂictive. The large set backs, the lack of built elements, the
landscaping in most lots, and the many empty lots generate a very
“open” and transparent space along the street. It is very difﬁcult
for pedestrians to see or perceive any human activity, and even to
understand what happens inside the buildings that support commercial
or ofﬁce uses.
Although the type and degree of transparency leads to the eye to the
perception of a “rural” environment and supports privacy, the resulting
environment along Avenue 12 does not invite pedestrians to engage
in any kind of activity along its edges, with the very few exceptions
being the commercial uses at the core, such as the Maywood Shopping
Center and the market.
Complexity:
Again as with imageability, Avenue 12 scored higher in the complexity
score than for the other key urban design qualities. This is mostly due to
the number of buildings (141), colors and accent colors. There are very
limited instances of outdoor dining, there are no public art elements,
and the number of people on the street is small considering the twomile stretch of the Avenue and the fact that many of them were going/
returning to/from garage/yard sales during our ﬁeld study.
1.2.2. Urban Design Qualities Considered
From the analysis and scoring of the 27 items and the ﬁve key urban
design qualities that are supportive of walkability and place making,
and cover the community’s expectations (Avenue 12 Corridor Vision
Plan), we conclude that the built environment along the avenue is not
an example of good urban design.
Walking, staying, and social encounters are not encouraged by neither
the street design and existing physical features nor by the types and
characteristics of the buildings and land uses along both sides of the
avenue. The Imageability of the avenue is low and its overall image is
that of a low density rural mixed-used strip with no special identiﬁers;; it is
not a memorable place.
The built environment and the streetscape of Avenue 12 provide for
neither a sense of enclosure nor of human scale, which discourages
walkability. The qualities of transparency and complexity of buildings
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and uses along the avenue have also scored low, particularly because
buildings (particularly commercial) are set far away from the front lotline making it difﬁcult for pedestrians to perceive and engage in any
kind of activity along the street.
1.3. DEVELOPMENT CONDITIONS
The inventory of the development conditions along the Avenue 12
Corridor was recorded by the student teams on a survey form predesigned by the instructors (see Table on page 10 and appendix). It
included information on the private realm (the lots) and on the public
realm (the public right-of-way and part of the canal). The information on
the private realm included the types of uses and buildings, the setbacks,
the building conditions, and number of stories. The information on the
public realm included existence and conditions of sidewalks and curbs,
street furniture, vegetation, shoulder and parking. Additionally, all teams
recorded pertinent information on a map and wrote a commentary on
their survey ﬁndings. The following is a summary of these ﬁndings.
Development along Avenue 12 in Madera Ranchos is of low density with
a mix of uses. The project area includes 131 lots fronting Avenue 12 and
a total of 141 buildings. Although the majority of buildings (106) were
originally designed in the California Ranch style for residential use, only
97 of these retain their original use while the remaining serve as mixed (2)
and ofﬁce (7) uses. The residential buildings that have been adapted to
include a commercial or ofﬁce use normally did so by either renovating
the original building or by adapting a garage for the new use, in which
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case they may still hold a residential use. There are 19 commercial
establishments, 11 ofﬁce buildings, 12 public buildings.
The majority of residential buildings are located with their long sides
towards the street, and the average set back is 46 feet. Common
features include mailboxes, half-circle driveways and the dumpsters
located in the ROW in front of properties. Most of buildings along
Avenue 12 are single-story, and there is no prevalent architectural style.
The condition of the buildings along Avenue 12 varies. Many higher
quality/highly maintained residential lots are closer to the canal and
the east end of the avenue. Building maintenance along the rest of
the stretch varies, with few in disrepair and most well maintained: 71
buildings are in good condition, 73 in average condition, and 10 in
bad condition. Along the study area, there are several vacant lots. No
building or structure of historical or cultural signiﬁcance was identiﬁed in
the lots along Avenue 12, although there is an interesting abandoned
old shed in a lot behind the corner across from the high school.
There is a core commercial core (about two blocks long) with stripmall style development deﬁned by on-site parking lots surrounding the
buildings, and a multiplicity and variety of signs. Besides the Maywood
Plaza -the most important commercial complex in Madera Ranchosthere are three gas stations, a market, and several auto-oriented uses.
There are multiple colorful signs and driveways which emphasize the
car-oriented nature of the street. The public right of way has been
invaded in a few instances by private commercial uses, particularly as
extensions of parking lots and for the location of signage.

3: Poor sense of enclosure due a barren
streetscape and a lack of deﬁnition on both sides.

4: Low sense of human scale due to the large
distances and lack of sidewalk, streetscape
furniture, and perceived social activities.

2: The very long sight-line with no large street canopies, a barren streetscape, and the lack of compelling
uses increase the psychological distances perceived by pedestrians and encourage vehicles to speed.

5: The lack of seating and the detachment
from the street does not provide for an inviting
environment for pedestrians.
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6: A typical well-maintaned ranch-style residence.

During our ﬁeld visit, there were many local residents and visitors in the
commercial core using the different shops and services. Unfortunately,
the lack of sidewalks and dedicated public spaces restricted pedestrian
acessibility and congregating. The imageability of the commerical
area is also relatively low due to the lack of place identity, the boring
architecture, the large parking lots, the lack of courtyards, plazas and
parks. The lack of enclosure and the loud noise from Avenue 12 impacts
negatively any outside endeavor and discourage social gathering.
Despite these conditions, many people were using the commercial
places. A community barbeque in the Maywood shopping center -with
a bump-house- for kids was happening during the visit, which reportedly
is a recurrent activity there.

Cars often perform u-turns on the spot. During our ﬁeld work an
eastbound car suddenly took the opposite shoulder and drove for a
good 50 yards so that the motorist could use the mailbox located on
the north curb, after which it continued to drive in the shoulder until
able to change to the eastbound lane. The large amount of land
dedicated to parking is evident and marks the image of the area.
Shoulders are also used for parking where there were 87 marked
parking spots where 78 cars were parked during our visit. Since there
are no sidewalks parking on the shoulders further discourage walkability
and pose a serious threat to both pedestrians and bicyclists. During
our visit we noticed some recreational bicyclists using the corridor, and
some stopped at the Maywood Plaza.

Along Avenue 12, the only street furniture visible was primarily mailboxes
in the public right-of-way, as well as some decorative street lanterns
around the Maywood Plaza. Increased street furniture and better
landscaping would support pedestrian use.

There is a large amount of driveways, few pedestrians or bicyclists,
landscaping that varies in maintenance and some old cars rusting on
yards. Curbs and storm drains are present along most of the avenue
but there are no sidewalks. Continuous pedestrian circulation along
the avenue is also hindered by landscaping, signs, driveways and other
obstructions such as the pedestrian underpass located on the west side
of the intersection with Road 361/2. There is a total absence of public
open spaces.

The public right-of-way is automobile-oriented with large amounts
of trafﬁc, absence of sidewalks, unsafe intersections, no dedicated
pedestrian crossings, large building setbacks and wide shoulders
often used as parking. Avenue 12 is heavily used by semi-trucks and
residents have a hard time leaving their driveways, particularly if taking
the opposite lane. This also endangers bicyclists and the eventual
5: Across from the high school, this old structure
has potential cultural signiﬁcance for reuse.

nobody was noticed using it during our ﬁeld visit.

Street furniture and street objects present in the public right-of-way are
mailboxes, ﬁre hydrants, lamps in some areas, signs and dumpsters.
A drainage way between Loren Way and Road 37 is a possible
unexplored asset along the Avenue.

7 & 8: The drainage ditch
on the north (left) and
south (right) of Avenue
12 has a potential as a
landscape element.

6: The lack of sidewalks and the invasion of
the public right-of-way by private owners.
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Cultural elements and events visible are the yard sales, personalized
decorations, old boats or old cars on yards, the large trucks and also
the suburban feel and lifestyle of the street. The agricultural element of
the area is emphasized by the presence of the large citrus grove at the
east entry of the avenue. Many almond trees along the street become
obvious during ﬂowering time in early spring. The canal, particularly on
the south of the community, has a potential of becoming an asset for
recreational purposes, such as part of running and bicycle tracks, as
part of a loop around the orchard or the whole community.
Driving into Madera Ranchos from both east and west leaves no
special impression. From the east, although the canal and the existing
agricultural citrus ﬁeld are strong landscape elements, there is nothing
particular to the place, and just pass them one encounters the Golden
Valley Uniﬁed District which occupies two fenced large lots on the north
side of Avenue 12, and the many portable buildings, storage areas, and
parked school buses and trucks are a negative aesthetical impact.
Driving into Madera Ranchos from the west, one sees the large campus
of the High School at the intersection of Avenue 12 with Road 36. This
intersection has the only trafﬁc light along Madera Ranchos but its urban
design carries no special identiﬁer;; there are not buildings marking the
corner and the built-environment at the intersection does not provide
for a memorable setting. The open space between the High School
buildings and the corner has a small lake and has the potential of
becoming a more interesting and user-friendly landscape feature.
For drivers on Avenue 12 both entering the community from both east
and west have no idea they are entering Madera Ranchos, and the
only visual clue that they may be driving through a denser community
is when they pass the commercial core, which does not generate any
memorable perception to passers-by.
As a conclusion, Avenue 12 is slowly transforming from residential to
retail/ofﬁce/commercial uses that are identical to any other strip mall or
auto-oriented community. Commercial uses seem to depend on drivers.
Public space is totally absent, and there is no special feature along the
avenue. Overall, Avenue 12 has a suburban low-density character, with
many empty and undertulized lots, is extremely car-oriented, dangerous
and unfriendly to pedestrians and bicyclists, with a lack of a consistent
architectural style or theme, and with cultural characteristics typical of a
suburban and small-community lifestyle.
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9: The south-east corner of the intersection of Avenue 12 with Road 36, diagonally opposite from the High School.
Carrying the only trafﬁc light in Madera Ranchos, the intersection is heavily polluted visually, does not represent a
clear gateway, and there is no indication one is entering the community.

Table. Most signiﬁcant development elements of
Avenue 12 observed during the site visit.

Total number of lots
residential
Type
commercial
ofﬁce
residential
commercial
Use
Buildings
ofﬁce
(141)
mixed
public
good
Maintenance
average
bad
Average front setback
Signiﬁcant street furniture (mailboxes, signs)
On-street parking
marked parking spots
cars parked

131
106
25
10
97
19
11
12
2
71
73
10
46f
17
87
78
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This simple technique consists of drawing maps where elements are
shown in either black or white. The elements that you want to call
attention to (the themes) appear in black –the ﬁgures– while all the
rest appears in white –the ground. In some (rare) instances, the lines for
streets and curbs are also shown in these maps. This is a useful technique
for analyzing and understanding urban spaces, as well as a method to
orient designing itself.

10: At the east access to Madera Ranchos on
Avenue 12, the bridge over the canal. There is no
indication that one is driving into the community.

Through the strong black and white contrast of its drawings, the ﬁgure-
ground technique reveals the relationships between elements in space
and their relative importance in deﬁning the fabric and the form of a
city. It discloses important attributes of a city and its elements such the
scale of footprints, accessibility, proximities, constancy, proportions, and
other fundamental relationships such as between public and private
spaces, built-non built spaces, etc. In most cases, comparisons are
made easier by also inverting ﬁgure and ground, that is, by changing
what is shown in black and in white.
The ﬁgure-ground technique is useful for comparative mapping, such as
to show the “before and after” of an urban project or the evolution of a
city. The technique is also known as solid-void because in most instances
it is used to represent all that is built-up (the solid) in black as the “ﬁgure”,
and the non-built (the void) in white as the “ground”.

In our assessment of Avenue 12, the ﬁgure-ground technique was utilized
to map the following elements: building footprints, public space, private
space, vacant lots, and parking/driveways. Developed in Autocad
from ﬁeld observations and the analysis of the aerial photo (Google),
these maps reveal the relationships between the major elements
that constitute the fabric of the community as well as their relative
importance. The Table and ﬁgures bellow and in the next pages allow
for interesting comparisons and serve as clear indicators for redesign.

Morphological Element

Square footage

Acreage

Building footprints

485,314
4,644,832
4,257,626

11.1
106.6
97.7

993,581
606,375

22.8
13.9

Parking in private lots and driveways
in the right-of-way

142,954

3.28

Public space (not lanes and shoulders)

278,893

6.4

Private open space
Private open space

(minus community park area)

Vacant lots
Vacant lots

(minus community park area)

11: The canal right-of-way along the orchard at the
southeastern part of Madera Ranchos has potential
to become a landscape and recreational asset.

Building footprints along Avenue 12

1.4. Figure-Ground Mapping
One of the analytical tools used in this Site Analysis to assess Avenue
12 was ﬁgure-ground mapping, a graphic technique that has become
common in planning and urban design (Bosselman 2008;; Carmona et
al. 2003). The ﬁrst use of the ﬁgure-ground technique appears to have
been in a 1748 map of Rome but the technique was “re-discovered”
in the seventies by European theorists and French– and post-modern
contextualist designers such as Aldo Rossi, Phillipe Panerai, and Rob Krier
(del Rio 1990;; Moudon 1992).

Madera County

Public space along Avenue 12 and canal
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Figure-Ground Map : building footprints
Avenue 12 - west side
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Figure-Ground Map : building footprints
Avenue 12 - east side
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Figure-Ground Map : public space
Avenue 12 - west side
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Figure-Ground Map : public space
Avenue 12 - east side
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Figure-Ground Map : private space
Avenue 12 - west side
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Figure-Ground Map : private space
Avenue 12 - east side
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Figure-Ground Map : vacant lots
Avenue 12 - west side
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Figure-Ground Map : vacant lots
Avenue 12 - east side
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1.5. CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

The inventory and the study of existing environmental conditions
along Avenue 12 allowed the identiﬁcation the following major
constraints and opportunities for development that, together with the
community and county expectations discussed in the Vision Plan should
orient the design process. These were also compiled in form of a Site
Analysis map that follows.
Constraints
• Relatively low rate of built-up space (building footprints) as
opposed to private open space: 11.1 X 106.6 acres)
• Existing public space limited to the area between curb and lot
front (a total of 6.4 acres). This total is presently lower since there
are instances of private use of ROW space.
• Lack of landscaping/street furniture.
• Lack of public gathering space/open space.
• Limited economic opportunity.
• Lack of sidewalks and safe/designated crosswalks.
• Unsafe and uninviting pedestrian environment.
• Limited tree -planting within right-of-way.
• No bicycle lanes/paths.
• Lack of public lights and infrastructure.
• General lack of identity and character.

• Unsafe parking;; no designated residential parking.

• Close proximity of High School.

• Avenue 12 is too noisy and unsafe.

• The intersection of Avenue 12 and Road 36 has potential to
become a special place and gateway.

• High vehicular speeds.
• Dangerous vehicular movements such as left-turns and u-turns.
• No residential privacy.
• The multiple driveways along Avenue 12 have a negative
impact on pedestrians, bike, and trafﬁc ﬂow.
• Limited bus service and bus stops. Bus stop does not provide for
safe stops, and there is no shelter for wait.
• There is no reason for outsiders and passers-by to want to go or
stop at Madera Ranchos.
• The highway by-pass might reﬂect negatively on the local
businesses if it happens before the strenghening of the community
as a whole.
Opportunities
• A constant right-of-way width throughout the commuity provides
an opportunity for sidewalks/bike lanes/pocket parks/public
lighting and street furniture.
• Relatively large amount of vacant lots along Avenue 12, which
total 13.9 acres. These left-over spaces and vacant lots can be
developed into residential uses or community gardens/park/public
space.
• There are several vacant lots in close proximity or at the core of
the community.

• No enviromental support for walkability.

• A large vacant lot at the core (approx. 8.9 acres) where
the community wants to see a park (Vision Plan). It could be
integrated to the redesign of Avenue and its core.

• No identiﬁers or gateways for the community.

• Most of the existing homes and buildings are well maintained.

• Large parking lots and big building set-backs add to the lack of
human scale and enclosure.

• Yard sales/political signs/signs for upcoming community events
illustrate community involvement and interaction between
residents.

• There is no central place with special character.

• Incoherence of overall design (signs/landscaping).

Madera County

• There is an overall desire for designated public spaces.
• High accessibility connects Highway 41 to Highway 99.
• Volume of trafﬁc can be an asset to the community if
accomodated in Avenue 12 redesign.
• The canal’s right-of-way has the potential to be redesigned as
a pedestrian/bicycle loop and connect to community park in the
core area.
• The rural/agricultural character should be preserved and used as
an overall design theme.
• There are unrestricted view-corridors towards the surrounding
agricultural ﬁelds and to the Sierras.
• A drainage ditch that crosses the Avenue at the core has
potential as a linear green connector to north and south of the
community.
• The accessibility, local agriculture, and history of Madera
Ranchos are supportive of a farmers market.
• There are multiple potential locations for landmarks/public art/
placemakers/gateways.
• Busy street encourages commercial exposure. Pedestrian usage
of the street will generate social activity and a lively atmosphere.
• The redesign of the Avenue 12 Corridor with better
environmental conditions can encourage teens to use it as a
connector to the High School by walking/bicycling.
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: A carefully designed streetscaping will deﬁne
Design features along Avenue 12 will reﬂect the
spatial deﬁnition to generate a sense of enclosure.

The same ﬁve major Urban Design Qualities which framed our

deﬁne the community at the

proposal. For each goal, we have identiﬁed two objectives,
ﬂower or almond leaf) and reﬂect the

strong visual deﬁnition and sense of

To reﬂect the small-town feel and encourage walkability and
: Use a variety of building styles and materials to
through various trafﬁc calming measures.

trafﬁc lights.

a uniﬁed design solution and a variety of

ﬁnishing materials

complementing ground ﬂoor uses.

new trafﬁc lights are also proposed for this phase in order to add
objectives: a) serve as a trafﬁc-calming devise to slow trafﬁc

the major overarching design challenges were identiﬁed as

The second phase reﬂects a longer-term commitment and is the

corresponding increase in trafﬁc volumes. This completion of this
phase will reﬂect the full embodiment of the design concept

the trafﬁc increase that this growth will be generating. It is also

two phases. The ﬁrst phase represents the immediate response

ﬁrst phase deals basically with some trafﬁc calming and general
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Concept Plan - Short Term (east)
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different ambiences reﬂecting the prevailing land-uses and types of
development along it. The plan proposes ﬁve Design Sectors along the
Avenue 12 Corridor which reﬂect this changing patterns and develop
ideas for future private development. On both extremes of the project
established by the trafﬁc studies.

reﬂect existing development trends in Madera Ranchos and its region.

with eventual mixed-uses, and will also feature a series of pocket parks.

elements to the original Concept Plan: a public library, a ﬁre station, a
bank, and a post ofﬁce.
The redesign proposal developed in the next sections of this chapter

ﬁve Design Sectors.

identity through signage and monumentation are depicted. Next, a

development -retail and ofﬁces- and some residential use -apartments

Retail / Ofﬁces

Retail / Ofﬁces

Bank, Post Ofﬁce

In the long term the redesign proposal accomodates the trafﬁc

•

note that Avenue 12 narrows to one trafﬁc lane in each direction at
•

Two 11’ trafﬁc lanes on both sides (narrows to one at Topper Ct.)

•
•
•
Similar to the existing conditions, there will be one trafﬁc lane in each

•

•
•

reﬂecting the results of the trafﬁc studies and the future construction

•
•

•

One 11’ trafﬁc lane in each direction.

•
•
•

•

One 11’ trafﬁc lane in each

•

One 11’ trafﬁc lane in each direction.

•
•

•
trafﬁc patterns and only includes new sidewalks, landscaping, and
a partial median. Please note that Avenue 12 narrows to one trafﬁc

•

•
•

•
•

•

Three 11’ trafﬁc lanes going

•
•

Two 11’ trafﬁc lanes going east

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

One 11’ trafﬁc lane in each direction.

•
•

the desire of having a trafﬁc circle and other effective trafﬁc calming
measures to slow vehicular trafﬁc and enhance walkability. We applied
generating the effect of a trafﬁc circle. The plaza has three major
of-way reconﬁguring the frontage of surrounding properties so that the
new buildings will be conﬁgured so as to acknowledge the Almond

allowing the trafﬁc lane to be wider at that point.

commercial development around it, and new trafﬁc lights: for west and
east bound trafﬁc.

(See speciﬁc projects for all buildings elsewhere in this report)

Ofﬁce

Retail / Ofﬁces

Stores and ofﬁces

and Post Ofﬁce

Central  Divider  in  Between  Trafﬁc  

Center  Divider  in  Between  Trafﬁc  

locations along Avenue 12 (as shows in the speciﬁc proposals for the

Ofﬁce, the parks, and throughout the

Doble ﬂat steel bar trash
receptacles with a ﬂat-top design.

unﬁnished cast iron. Could reproduce a

Low growing, brightly colored ﬂowers with no

reﬂect the prevailing type of land use along its edges and, at the same
time, incorporates the development trends of Madera Ranchos and its

The following pages of this report will depict design ideas proposed for
type and intensity of development that is to occur along the Avenue
12 Corridor in the future. These ideas reﬂect existing local and regional
growth and development trends, and should be discussed by the
community, developers, stakeholders, and the county for adoption as
land-use rrgulations and ideas for development.
Starting from West to East, the design sectors are as follows.
West Gateway: Intersection of Avenue 12 with Road 36 to Topper Road
The West Gateway will contain the Madera Ranchos Public Library as
well as a community park on the North side, and a coffee shop, deli or
eatery on the South side. Both corner lots will feature low curved walls
with monument signs (Madera Ranchos in writing and logo) and the
shape of the buildings will generate small public plazas further marking
the entrance Gateway.

In Phase 2, when the trafﬁc by-pass for Avenue 12 is constructed, this
intersection will have a landscaped roundabout with a monument
feature in the middle, as described in Section 3.4 of this report.

resistant plant and tree species. On the North sidewalk there will be a
meandering path shared by pedestrians and bicyclists. On the South,
there will be a wide landscaped sidewalk with no bike lane.

The roundabout will strengthen the role of the area as a Gateway. There
will also be a vegetated median along Avenue 12, from Road 36 to
Topper Road, as well as in Road 36. The medians together with the wider
sidewalks and bulb-outs will make pedestrian crossing at this intersection
safer.

Community Park

Suburban Residential West: Topper Road to Lorien Way

One of the Madero Ranchos’ community most desired facilities is a park.
Between Lorien Way and Road 37, a stretch of land presently occupied
by a bio-swale, will become a gateway to a large Community Park,
divided into North and South sections in order to allow for the extension
of Kensignton Drive.

Along the Suburban Residential West section, the design of Avenue 12
features one trafﬁc lane in each direction and a turning lane except
at both west and east ends (corners of Topper Rd and Lorien Way).
The proposed land uses in this section are mostly one-story residential,
complemented with some small-scale convenience retail. A system of
pocket parks will in lots that are presently vacant;; the pocket parks will
have different functions and will complement each other.

The North section of the Community Park will a Community Center,
recreation facilities, community gardens, rest-rooms, and a group
of new townhomes on Road 37. The private development of these
townhouses at a higher density than the surroundings will facilitate using
the rest of the lot for public use. The park’s South section feature another
set of community gardens, picnic facilities and rest-rooms, and more
recreational facilities including sports ﬁelds.

As explained in Section 3.4 of this report, Avenue 12 will feature
comfortable sidewalks with bulb-outs, and landscaped with drought

The park’s South section will connect to a small park at the canal where
a trail and bike path will allow the community to enjoy this unexplored

resource and its great views. The trail and bike path along the canal
will connect to the East Gateway, and eventually form a loop around

Commercial Core: Lorien Way to Road 37 1/2
The Commercial Core will become the social and symbolic heart
of Madera Ranchos, featuring distinctive design ideas and more
dense residential and commercial uses, including retail, services, and
entertainment. Residential uses in this section will include apartments
on top of retail, apartment buildings, and a hotel. The Maywood Plaza
will be redesigned and expanded into two new phases, and a new
shopping center will be developed.
Overall design in the Community Core will enhance walkability and
place making. In this section Avenue 12 will have a median, sidewalks
with a distinct and more “urban” feeling, and dedicated Class 1 bike
lanes on both North and South sides. This section will also feature a
four-screen Movie Theatre, a Fire Station, a Bank, and a Post Ofﬁce -
facilities which the community expressed need for throughout the public
involvement process.

The most important design proposal for the Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign
is located at The Commercial Core: the Almond Plaza. Shaped after
an almond (the element adopted in our design proposal as the
community’s symbol –see Chapters 2 and 3.6) with monuments at both
ends and a well landscaped park, the plaza will act as a strong place
marker generating a strong identity for Madera Ranchos. The Almond
Plaza will also function as an effective trafﬁc-calming solution, and it
will allow vehicles to circulate back along Avenue 12 since the median

East Gateway: Bridge and North Side of the Canal
The east Gateway design sector will feature several design ideas to
transform it into a signiﬁcant place for visitors driving into Madera
Ranchos. The bridge will be redesigned to include interesting
architectural features and lighting. New pedestrian bridges will be
added, and an entry monument feature will mark the entrance
to Madera Ranchos. A small lake with a park on the North side will
complement the East Gateway and provide connections to the bicycle
trail system along the canal and into the community.

Suburban Residential East: Road 37 ½ to the Canal
This design sector reﬂects the existing prevailing residential land use, and
maintains the existing single family uses on the North side. In the south
side there will be a new planned-unit residential development (PUD)
–composed of town-homes and apartment units– and will maintain most
of the existing orange grove for public use. Along this sector, Avenue
12 will feature comfortable sidewalks on both sides, and a shared
pedestrian-bike lane on the north-side.

Ofﬁce

The following table illustrates the amount of development
envisaged for the Avenue 12 Redesign, reﬂecting the
current regional growth trends and local community needs.
The plan predicts a total of 379,557 sqf of residential use;;
231,047 sqf of commercial use;; 50,494 sqf of ofﬁces;; 727,155
sqf of parks;; and 53,200 sqf of public uses.

17,292

1,014

100,000

6,450

63,450

21,000
179,465

Public Library:
8,000

525,000

Community Center:
21,000

223,583

50,494

38.707

Post Ofﬁce: 3,500
Fire Station: 4,000
Movie Theatre: 16,700

231,047

50,494

727,155

53,200

161,800
379,557

Design Team: Erin Gorman, William Grifﬁth, Bianca Reyes

Phase 1, short-term development, will provide for an eatery or food-
oriented business in the Southwest corner lot, as well as a park for the
the community and the high school students in the lot contiguous to the
Northwest corner. Both of these lots are currently vacant.
In Phase 2 we predict that the present private house will be substituted
by a new building housing the much needed Madera Ranchos Library,
which will become a landmark and meeting place for the community.
The plan also presents as an alternative the placement of a roundabout
at the crossings of Avenue 12 and Road 36, which will contain special
landscaping and a monument or fountain in its center.
Short term:
 A restaurant, eatery or deli on the southeast corner of the
intersection with a plaza for outdoor seating (building 1 in the





On the north-east and south-east corners, low curved
“monument” walls along the property lines will contain a sign
announcing the arrival at the community with lettering and the
Madera Ranchos symbol.

Long term:
 A new building and plaza at the northeast corner lot for the
Madera Ranchos Community Library (building 2 in the site plan).
The design of the plaza and building must acknowledge the
corner and generate a place for seating with planters and
spaces terraced down from the sidewalk allowing views from the




Completion of the park at Road 36 will add pedestrian and
bicycle paths connecting it to Avenue 12. It will also include a
small parking lot, public restrooms, the renovation of the existing
historical shed (building 3 in the site plan) and its integration to
a new skate park. Part of the renovated shed will be used as a
skate shop.
Roundabout with monument in the center

Road 36

Design Sector 1 corresponds to the West Gateway and runs from the
intersection of Avenue 12 to Topper Road. The design concept for the
new land-uses and buildings at the corners of the intersection of Avenue
12 with Road 36 will contribute to the full implementation of the West
Gateway concept, allowing the visitor to have a sense of arrival into
Madera Ranchos. The proposal is based on developing both corner
lots as well as the lot that is contiguous and directly to the north of the
Northwest corner lot along Road 36. The land uses planned for this area
are also important due to the proximity of the high school.

site plan). The building shape should acknowledges the corner
and generate a well deﬁned plaza which will have planters and
different spaces terraced down from the level of the sidewalk
allowing views into the plaza.
A park on the vacant lot located on Road 36 at the northeast
corner. It will include landscaping, pedestrian and bike paths,
public seating, a children playground, and a sand volleyball

(North-East corner;; without Roundabout)

Road 36

(South-East corner;; without Roundabout)

0 10
0 10

50 ft

50 ft

View of the library, the park and the renovated historical
shed with skate park and shop.

Building 2: Madera Ranchos Community Library at the North West corner lot.
Building 1: Eatery at the South West corner lot

Entry to
parking lot

Curved wall for
monument sign

Westbound
Lane

Eastbound
Lane

Curved wall for
monument sign

Bird’s eye-view of the West Gateway without the
Roundabout, showing the park (left), the library
building (center) and the eatery (right).

Looking East towards Avenue 12 and develop
ment at the corner lots, without the Rounda
baout;; the library is on the left .

Monument or
fountain

gardens for vegetables and ﬂowers, lawns and landscaped





Butterﬂy  Bush





league baseball ﬁeld and stands, an AYSO sized soccer ﬁeld, basketball



plots for citizens to grow their own plants and vegetables, barbeque








(foreground), soccer ﬁeld, and swale/retention pond in the

Little  League  sized  ﬁeld
AYSO  sized  ﬁeld

provide a new service road between Road 37 and Maywood Road. The
retail, ofﬁce, and limited residential (apartments) development. This will
be the most intensively developed area around Avenue 12. Its design,

Corridor it will facilitate fast access to all directions.

. It will entail a
new shopping center with retail, a small plaza, and a Post Ofﬁce along
Avenue 12. in this project there will also be a drugstore, a restaurant,
a bank, and a grocery store/supermarket. There will be a new service

along Avenue 12.

that encompass ﬁve different areas, and it also includes the Almold
Plaza (discussed in Section 3.3 of this Chapter). The ﬁve projects area

hotel, and two new shopping centers, the Maywood Plaza II and III. The
local Chamber of Commerce and Tourist Ofﬁce will be located in one of
these ofﬁce spaces. Buildings will have apartments on the second ﬂoor,

theatre, retail, eateries, and a plaza with a lawn for out-door screenings.

two pocket parks, will enhance the walkability of Avenue 12.

meetings and increase the visual connection to the Almond Plaza.

The Commercial Core SW project area entails retail and ofﬁces along

The design and development proposals for the ﬁve project areas in the

garden facing the Almond Plaza.

sub-sessions.

Development, and Commercial Core SW, NW, NE and SE.
The Mixed Use Development project area will include retail and ofﬁce
well as an apartment development on the North side. This project will

Design Team: Peter Susnow, Solomon So, Ian Fronczak.

of Commercial Core for Madera Ranchos. It was designated for mixed-
use by the community in the Vision Plan process.


(residential on top of retail or ofﬁces) with parking on the back.

(apartments over retail/ofﬁces) close to the sidewalk so that store fronts



increase community livability. A total of 15 ofﬁce-apartments and 8


Avenue 12 to have small front setbacks (max. 10 feet) at the
ground ﬂoor, and that shop windows and entrances for clients
be located along the public sidewalk.

buildings showing in the background.

Implement design guidlelines along Avenue 12 that will:
canopies or awnings.

In the south-eest corner of Avenue 12 and Road 37 there will be a Fire
Station. The size of the lot and of the proposed building reﬂects the

balcony.

in this Plan. This is a strategic location for the Fire Station because it is the
where there will be a trafﬁc light.

buildings or 4 sets of townhomes. A new alley will connect Road 37
access and separating it from the parking lot. Providing for future

outdoors seating that is visible from Avenue 12.
- Provide for limits and regulations for commercial signage.


County buys the lot for the Fire Station.


Avenue.


View apartment buildings from the parking lot.

Construction of the Fire Station.

and functions, thus increasing community livability.

View of retail and ofﬁce along Avenue 12.

2,500 sq. feet
Ground ﬂoor: 2,400 sq. feet
Ofﬁce

use buildings w/ ofﬁce
on ground ﬂoor and
residential on ﬁrst ﬂoor

Floor 1: 2,400 sq. feet
TOTAL: 4,800 sq. feet

5 spaces per ofﬁce unit
4 spaces per res. Unit
TOTAL: 80 spaces for ofﬁce
TOTAL: 64 spaces for res.
6 spaces req.

Book store and coffee

2,000 sq. feet each

Ground ﬂoor: 7,200 sq. feet
Floor 1: 7,200 sq. feet
TOTAL: 14,400 sq. feet

8 spaces req.

16 spaces per apartment bldg.

Design Team: Joshua Miller, Anastacio Martinez, Danny Hstu.

Almond Plaza. The project will consist of a series of one-story commercial
buildings. There will be a total of 17 stores with approximately 2,220
square feet each. The project develops the lots that are presently


of commercial space.


commercial potential and the growth of the community.

the parking lot at the back. This pathway will create a small break
Phase 2.

materials, facades, and canopies. In an effort to create a variation in


Kensington Drive.

will vary by 5 feet in setbacks and their heights will vary from 15 to 20 feet.

square feet in size, totaling 20,858 square feet of leasable area. This
to enjoy the views. Parking will be located at the back of the buildings
with access from Jason Court and Kensington Drive.

seating in a small plaza and at a roof terrace.

new access from access from Jason Court.

View of the sidewalk showing the variation in setbacks of the retail.

tutoring, ofﬁce space, dental/optometry ofﬁces, tutoring, a gym and a
drugstore), as well as a potential new venue for the Madera Ranchos
Chamber of Commerce. These retail shops will be the lifeblood of
renovated. Retail opportunities for the community will be expanded with
the construction of the Maywood Plaza II and III. The development will
feature approximately 80,000 s.f. of commercial space that will consist
of a mixture of retail stores, restaurants, service retail, and ofﬁce space.

in the center of the district.

Maywood Plaza III
Maywood Plaza II

commercial district that is not based solely on disposable income.

with the upper ﬂoors of the buildings dedicated to traditional
apartment units. In the upper ﬂoor of the Maywwod Plaza II, the
Center on the adjacent property to the North. Senior citizens would
to live within walking distance of all their local needs (drugstore,
restaurants and shops, senior center, ﬁtness center, etc.).

In the Maywood Plaza II development there will be a mix of boutiques
and shops as well as restaurants and cafes. The shops will all orient

Community as a whole. A proposed Hotel located between the
renovated Mayood Plaza and Maywood Plaza II will provide the
increased public exposure.
Maywood Plaza III will feature a unique opportunity for anchor retail
stores to be built along the Avenue 12 street front. These stores will be
town feel. Along the northern portion of Maywood Plaza III, in the
second ﬂoor, there will be a variety of service retail type stores (such as

design provided will allow for ﬂexibility as well as opportunity for this
community to thrive and prosper.

Bird’s eye view of the site from West to East.

- Renovation of existing Maywood Plaza (buildings to 4 to 9)
- Construction of Maywwod Plaza I (building 2)
Fernwood drives.
- Construction of Maywood Plaza II (building 1)
- Construction of hotel (building 3)

View of the Almond Plaza on the East portion of the site.
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North section elevation of the Northwest Commercial Core development at full buildout.

South section elevation of the Northwest Commercial Core development at full buildout.
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View from a restaurant in Maywood Plaza I, looking to the
the park located along Avenue 12.

View of Maywood Plaza IIfrom the Public Plaza.

General Bird’s Eye View
Retail, restaurants, and park.

Retail on ground ﬂoor and service retail
ofﬁces on second ﬂoor.
Fernwood Dr.

Elevation of Maywood Plaza II from Fernwood Drive.

Maywood Plaza II

Matwood Plaza I

Maywood Plaza II and

83

8

19410
48320

Ofﬁce

9

Dental Ofﬁce

28

8140

16280
8140
8140

6280

108390

6280

19

6280

8

189230

581

Wood-plastic composite used for benches.

Design Team: Katie Vilela, Stephanie Terrazas, Brittany Lambert

Avenue 12 for small shops, eateries, retail services and ofﬁces, as well as
the Post Ofﬁce, a bank, a drugstore, a restaurant, and a grocery store
or supermarket. This development will replace the current commercial
well as the school district’s facility (this will be transfered to a larger lot in
a more appropriate location).

and has very limited visibility from the avenue. A new service alley will
to loading docks, trash enclosures, and other service facilities.
from Avenue 12. The Post Ofﬁce is the building on the right,

Avenue 12.
- Redesign of lot at the corner of Fernwood and Avenue 12.
- Partial construction of parking lot.

sided by a coffee place and a small eatery (such as Subway) providing
a place to sit and gather.

- Relocation of school district facilities.
- Construction of Post Ofﬁce.
- Development of drugstore, bank, restaurant and grocery store.

bank, a restaurant, and a grocery store (such as Von’s or Albertson’s).

- Construction of service alley and remaining parking lot.

Drive. The Post Ofﬁce will be a stand-alone building (possibly with a
drive-through) at the corner of Avenue 12 and Road 37 .
bank (left), the restaurant, and the grocery store (right).

the plaza, coffee shop, and eatery. The drugstore is in the background.

Bank

9

Restaur.

Post ofﬁce

Bank

Ofﬁce
Ofﬁce
8

Ofﬁce

900

9
800
800

285

Post Ofﬁce

180
8

View from Avenue 12 showing the whole Madera Ranchos Plaza. Fernwood Drive is on the left and Road 37

is on the right.

View of the corner of Fernwood Dr. and Avenue 12 . In the middle, note the plaza between
the cafe and the eatery. The drugstore and the service alley is seen on the far left.

View from Fernwood Drive. From left to right: service alley, drugstore,
retail, cafe and corner plaza.
View from the corner of Road 37 1/2 and Avenue 12. The Post Ofﬁce is in the foreground.

Scientiﬁc Name: Berberis thunbergii

Scientiﬁc Name:Ostrya virginiana

Plant Use: Shrub. Gold foliage and

Plant Use: Street Tree. Height: 30 to 40
Scientiﬁc Name: Cotoneaster microphyllus
Plant Use: Low Shrub. Small pink ﬂowers in

Scientiﬁc Name: Berberis thunbergii

Scientiﬁc Name: Prunus Cerasifera

Common Name: Gold Beret
Plant Use: Shrub. Dwarf, low

Plant Use: Small Tree. Reddish-purple
foliage, white/pale pink ﬂowers, 15-25’
Scientiﬁc Name: Rhaphiolepis indica
Common Name: Pink Indian Hawthorn
Plant Use: Border. 3-4’, drought tolerant,
ﬂowers that bloom over a long period.

Scientiﬁc Name:Acacia smallii
Plant Use: Small Tree. Mature Height

Scientiﬁc Name: Lobularia maritima
Plant Use: Border. 3-9” tall to 12” wide,
4-petaled ﬂowers from spring to early
summer.

Scientiﬁc Name: Brachychiton
Common Name: Bottle Tree
Plant Use: Street Tree. 30-45ft,

Scientiﬁc Name: Sedum anglicum
Plant Use: Filler. Low maintenance,
spreading, .17 ft. to .33 ft

Scientiﬁc Name: Felicia amelloides
Common Name: Blue Marguerite Daisy
Plant Use: Edge. 3’ height, Medium blue
ﬂowers with bright yellow centers bloom
from mid summer to early fall.

Design Team: Marc Abdelsayed, Brynae Emerzian, Kalia Kabow

major cornerstone for the Madera Ranchos community. Responding to

complement the commercial core providing a walkable environment.
the movie theatre and the retail activities. Development will include the

and retail along Avenue 12. This development proposal reﬂects the
projected growth of the community and the surrounding region.
The project includes a movie theatre (16,700 sq.ft) with four screening
rooms. Its design places the main lobby at the corner of Avenue 12
Park. A small public plaza in the corner will mark the entrance to the

and to the new residencial development on the east (see East Gateway
Project Area next in this report).

- New sidewalks and retail along Avenue 12 .

The movie theatre entrance at the corner of Jason Court.

- Public plaza and partial construction of parking lot.
- Planting of trees along sidewalks and in the whole parking lot.

announcing the ﬁlms. A series of one-story shops enveloping the movie
Jason Court and Avenue 12.
g lot.
movie theatre for open-air ﬁlm projections in the summer evenings. This
summer. A concession stand will provide food and drinks for costumers
during sessions, and there will also be public restrooms. The plaza can
also serve for small markets and community events.

concession stand and the restrooms in the foreground.
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seating, the lawn, and the projection screen. The parking lot is
seen in the back.

Views of project site from the North West. On the bottom, after completion of Avenue 12 redesign.

View of project after total completion, looking towards the West.

agricultural ﬁelds to the south.
character the design of the development will preserve a signiﬁcant

A signiﬁcant portion of The Orange Grove Village will be dedicated to

and benches will reveal the views to the agricultural ﬁelds.

•

•
•
The orchards represent the only signiﬁcant vegetation as well. The land
is ﬂat and there is a dirt road on either side of the canal. Road 38 runs

•
•

•

•

•

The canal will be the water source for an artiﬁcial lake/pond that
will serve as a welcoming and recreational element for ﬁshing and

that the proposed Corridor Redesign Plan will geneate a signiﬁcant
increase in all ﬁve basic urban design qualities (see scoring ﬁnal sheet in

1), we also applied the ﬁgure-ground mapping methodology to
theme maps obtained before. Despite a signiﬁcant amount of new

and spaces. This result also reﬂects the current Smart Growth policies
that are recommended by the State of California, the US Gree Council,
Governments, and the Urban Land Institute.

Hall,  Kenneth  &  Porterﬁeld,  Gerald.  2001.  
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APPENDIX 1: LOT SURVEYS
APPENDIX 2: MEASURING URBAN DESIGN QUALITIES
APPENDIX 3: CASE STUDIES
A3.1. Santa Monica Boulevard Master Plan, West Hollywood, California
A3.2. Victoria Gardens Shopping Center, Rancho Cucamonga, California
A3.3. Santana Row, San Jose, California
A3.4. Downtown Palm Springs, Palm Springs, California
A3.5. Weaverville Historic District, Weaverville, California
A3.6. Hercules Waterfront Quarter, Hercules, California
A3.7. Downtown Gonzales, Gonzales, California
A3.8. Pearl Street Mall, Boulder, Colorado
A3.9. Mizner Park, Boca Raton, Florida
A3.10. Las Ramblas, Barcelona, Spain
A3.11. Rio Cidade Meier, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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- one-story residential home
- condition: good
- surrounded by tall shrubs and concrete fence

Lot 63
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AVENUE 12 - Measuring Urban Design Qualities - Score sheet

Side: North *

Team: 1

Date: 4/10

Researcher:

Erin, Travis, Marcus, Bianca

time:

12:00 PM

recorded
step

AVENUE 12 - Measuring Urban Design Qualities - Score sheet

Side: North ___

Team:2

Date: 4/10

multiplier x

value

multiplier

South ___
x

Time:
time: 10:45:00 AM

recorded

recorded value

imageability

step

multiplier x

value

multiplier

recorded value

imageability

1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)

0

0.41

0.00

1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)

0

0.41

0.00

2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)

0

0.72

0.00

2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)

0

0.72

0.00

3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)

0

0.97

0.00

3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)

0

0.97

0.00

4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

2

0.11

0.22

4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

1

0.11

0.11

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

0

0.08

0.00

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

0

0.08

0.00

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.64

0.00

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.64

0.00

7. number of people (your side, within study area)

6

0.02

0.12

7. number of people (your side, within study area)

0

0.02

0.00

8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

5

-0.18

-0.90

8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

5

-0.18

-0.90

add constant +2.44

imageablity score

add constant +2.44

1.88

enclosure

imageablity score

1.65

enclosure
-1

-0.31

0.31

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

9

-0.31

-2.77

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0

0.72

0.00

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

1

0.72

0.72

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

0

0.94

0.00

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

0

0.94

0.00

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.6

-1.42

-0.85

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

3

-1.42

-4.25

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.4

-2.19

-0.88

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

5

-2.19

-10.97

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

add constant +2.57

enclosure score

add constant +2.57

human scale
2

-0.74

-1.48

1.10

0.22

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)

2

-0.003

-0.01

4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)

6

0.05

0.28

5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

3

0.04

0.12

2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

-14.71

Human Scale
0.2

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

enclosure score

1.15

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

9

-0.74

-6.66

2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

0

1.10

0.00

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)

16

-0.003

-0.05

4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)

0

0.05

0.00

5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

0

0.04

0.00

add constant +2.61

human scale score

add constant +2.61

1.74

transparency

human scale score

-4.10

transparency
0.2

1.22

0.24

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

0

1.22

0.00

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0

0.67

0.00

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0

0.67

0.00

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0

0.53

0.00

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0

0.53

0.00

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

add constant +1.71

transparency score

add constant +1.71

transparency score

1.95

complexity

1.71

complexity
13

0.05

0.65

1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

11

0.05

0.50

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

4

0.23

0.92

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

5

0.23

1.13

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

5

0.12

0.60

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

8

0.12

0.92

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.42

0.00

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.42

0.00

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

6

0.03

0.18

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

0

0.03

0.00

1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

add constant +2.61

complexity score

A-52

add constant +2.61

4.96

complexity score

5.16

Madera County Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign
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Madera County Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign

AVENUE 12 - Measuring Urban Design Qualities - Score sheet

Side: North _X_

Team:

Date: 4/10

Researcher:

South ___

time: 10:45-12:30pm

recorded
step

AVENUE 12 - Measuring Urban Design Qualities - Score sheet

Side: North

Group 4

Date: 4/10

Researcher: Solomon, Ian, Peter, Jessica

multiplier x

value

multiplier

____

South __X__

time: 12:30

recorded

recorded value

imageability

step

multiplier x

value

multiplier

recorded value

imageability

1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)

0

0.41

0.00

1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)

0

0.41

0.00

2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)

0

0.72

0.00

2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)

0

0.72

0.00

3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)

0

0.97

0.00

3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)

0

0.97

0.00

4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

3

0.11

0.33

4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

1

0.11

0.11

26

0.08

2.08

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

0

0.08

0.00
0.00

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)
6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)
7. number of people (your side, within study area)
8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

0

0.64

0.00

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.64

15

0.02

0.30

7. number of people (your side, within study area)

2

0.02

0.04

4

-0.18

-0.72

8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

4

-0.18

-0.72

add constant +2.44

imageablity score

add constant +2.44

4.43

enclosure
-0.31

-0.92

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.1

0.72

0.07

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

0.3

0.94

0.28

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.4

-1.42

-0.57

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.2

-2.19

-0.44

2

-0.31

-0.62

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.1

0.72

0.07

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

0.1

0.94

0.09

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.35

-1.42

-0.50

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.35

-2.19

-0.77

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

add constant +2.57

enclosure score

add constant +2.57

-0.74

-2.22

0.2

1.10

0.22

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)

15

-0.003

-0.05

4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)

9

0.05

0.42

13

0.04

0.52

5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

0.86

human scale
3

2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

enclosure score

0.99

human scale
1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

1.87

enclosure
3

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

imageablity score

2

-0.74

-1.48

0.1

1.10

0.11

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)

12

-0.003

-0.04

4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)

0

0.05

0.00

5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

0

0.04

0.00

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)
2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

add constant +2.61

human scale score

add constant 2.61

1.51

transparency

human scale score

1.20

transparency

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

0.2

1.22

0.24

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

0.75

1.22

0.91

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.1

0.67

0.07

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.07

0.67

0.05

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0

0.53

0.00

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0.9

0.53

0.48

add constant +1.71

transparency score

add constant +1.71

transparency score

2.02

complexity

3.15

complexity
26

0.05

1.19

1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

26

0.05

1.19

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

7

0.23

1.58

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

34

0.23

7.65

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

6

0.12

0.69

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

26

0.12

2.99

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.42

0.00

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.42

0.00

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

15

0.03

0.47

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

2

0.03

0.06

1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

add constant +2.61

complexity score

Madera County Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign

add constant +2.61

6.53

complexity score

14.50

A-53

Appendix 2

Madera County Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign

AVENUE 12 - Measuring Urban Design Qualities - Score sheet

Side: North

Team: Group 5

Date: 4/10

Researcher: Stephanie, Stephan, Katie, and Fed

X

South ___

time: 12:30

recorded
step

value

multiplier

Date: 4/10

Team:

Researcher:

Researcher:

recorded value

step

step

time:
Date: 4/10

South ___

time:

recorded multiplier x multiplier x

value

multiplier
value

recorded
multiplier
value
recorded value

imageability
imageability
0.41

0.00

1. number of courtyards,
1. number plazas,
of courtyards,
and parks
plazas,
(both
and
sides,
parks
within
(bothstudy
sides,
area)
within study area)

1

0.41 1

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.72

0.00

2. number of major
2. number
landscape
of major
features
landscape
(both features
sides, beyond
(both study
sides, area)
beyond study area)

1

0.72 1

0.72

0.72

0.72

0

0.97

0.00

3. proportion historic
3. proportion
building
historic
frontage
building
(both frontage
sides, within
(bothstudy
sides,
area)
within study area)

1

0.97 1

0.97

0.97

0.97

12

0.11

1.32

4. number of buildings
4. number
with
of identifiers
buildings with
(both
identifiers
sides, within
(bothstudy
sides,
area)
within study area)

2

0.11 2

0.11

0.22

0.22

0.08

0.00

5. number of buildings
5. number
with
of non-rectangular
buildings with non-rectangular
shapes (both sides,
shapes
within
(bothstudy
sides,
area)
within study area)

5

0.08 5

0.08

0.40

0.40

0.64 0

0.00

0

2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)

0

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

Team:

recorded

imageability

4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

Side: North ___
Side:
South
North
___
___

multiplier x

1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)

3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)

AVENUE 12
AVENUE
- Measuring
12 - Measuring
Urban Design
Urban
Qualities
Design- Qualities
Score sheet
- Score sheet

0

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.64

0.00

6. presence of 6.
outdoor
presence
dining
of outdoor
(your side,
dining
within
(your
study
side,
area)
within study area)

0

0.64

0.00

7. number of people (your side, within study area)

8

0.02

0.16

7. number of people
7. number
(yourofside,
people
within
(your
study
side,
area)
within study area)

1

0.02 1

0.02

0.02

0.02

8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

4

-0.18

-0.72

8. noise level (both
8. noise
sides,
level
within
(bothstudy
sides,
area)
within study area)

4

-0.18 4

-0.18

-0.72

-0.72

add constant add constant

2.44

2.44

imageablity
imageablity
score
score

4.46

4.46

add constant +2.44

imageablity score

3.20
enclosure enclosure

enclosure
-0.31

-0.62

0

0.72

0

0.94

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

2

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)
2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

-0.31 1

-0.31

-0.31

-0.31

0

0.72 0

0.72

0.00

0.00

0

0.94 0

0.94

0.00

0.00

0.4

0.4
-1.42

-1.42

-0.57

-0.57

0.4

0.4
-2.19

-0.88

1. number of long
1. number
sight lines
of long
(both
sight
sides,
lines
beyond
(both study
sides, area)
beyond study area)

1

0.00

2a. proportion 2a.
street
proportion
wall (your
street
side,wall
beyond
(yourstudy
side, area)
beyond study area)

0.00

2b. proportion 2b.
street
proportion
wall (opposite
street side,
wall (opposite
beyond study
side, area)
beyond study area)

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.35

-1.42

-0.50

3a. proportion 3a.
sky proportion
(ahead, beyond
sky (ahead,
study area)
beyond study area)

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.25

-2.19

-0.55

3b. proportion 3b.
sky proportion
(across, beyond
sky (across,
study area)
beyond study area)

-2.19

-0.88

add constant add constant

2.57

2.57

enclosure score
enclosure score

0.82

0.82

add constant +2.57

enclosure score

0.91

human scale
human scale

human scale
1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)
2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

2
0

-0.74

-1.48

1.10

0.00

1. number of long
1. number
sight lines
of long
(both
sight
sides,
lines
beyond
(both study
sides, area)
beyond study area)
2. proportion windows
2. proportion
at street
windows
level (your
at street
side,
level
within
(your
study
side,
area)
within study area)

1

-0.74 1

-0.74

-0.74

-0.74

0.15

0.15
1.10

1.10

0.17

0.17

-0.00315

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)

15

-0.003

-0.05

3. average building
3. average
heights
building
(your side,
heights
within
(your
study
side,
area)
within study area)

15

-0.003

-0.05

-0.05

4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)

18

0.05

0.84

4. number of small
4. number
planters
of small
(your planters
side, within
(your
study
side,
area)
within study area)

0

0.05 0

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.00

5. number of pieces
5. number
of street
of pieces
furniture
of street
and other
furniture
street
and
items
other
(your
street
side,
items
within
(your
study
side,
area)
within study area)

11

0.0411

0.04

0.44

0.44

5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

0

add constant add constant

2.61

2.61

human scale
human
scorescale score

2.43

2.43

add constant 2.61

human scale score

1.93

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

0

1.22

0.00

1. proportion windows
1. proportion
at street
windows
level (your
at street
side,
level
within
(your
study
side,
area)
within study area)

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0

0.67

0.00

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0

0.53

0.00

transparency
transparency

transparency

0.15

0.15
1.22

1.22

0.18

0.18

2. proportion street
2. proportion
wall (your
street
side,wall
beyond
(yourstudy
side, area)
beyond study area)

0

0.67 0

0.67

0.00

0.00

3. proportion active
3. proportion
uses (your
active
side,
uses
within
(your
study
side,
area)
within study area)

0

0.53 0

0.53

0.00

0.00

add constant add constant

1.71

1.71

transparency
transparency
score
score

1.89

1.89

add constant +1.71

transparency score

1.71

complexitycomplexity

complexity
1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

22

0.05

1.01

1. number of buildings
1. number
(both
of buildings
sides, beyond
(both study
sides, area)
beyond study area)

11

0.0511

0.05

0.50

0.50

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

4

0.23

0.90

2a. number of 2a.
basic
number
building
of colors
basic building
(both sides,
colors
beyond
(both study
sides, area)
beyond study area)

6

0.23 6

0.23

1.35

1.35

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

7

0.12

0.81

2b. number of 2b.
accent
number
colors
of (both
accent
sides,
colors
beyond
(both study
sides, area)
beyond study area)

5

0.12 5

0.12

0.58

0.58

0

0.42 0

0.42

0.00

0.00

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.42

0.00

3. presence of 3.
outdoor
presence
dining
of outdoor
(your side,
dining
within
(your
study
side,
area)
within study area)

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

4. number of pieces
4. number
of public
of pieces
art (both
of public
sdies,art
within
(bothstudy
sdies,
area)
within study area)

0

0.29 0

0.29

0.00

0.00

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

8

0.03

0.25

5. number of people
5. number
(yourofside,
people
within
(your
study
side,
area)
within study area)

2

0.03 2

0.03

0.06

0.06

add constant add constant

2.61

2.61

complexitycomplexity
score
score

5.10

5.10

add constant +2.61

complexity score

A-54

5.57
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Madera County Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign

AVENUE 12 - Measuring Urban Design Qualities - Score sheet

Side: North _X_

Team: 7

Date: 4/10

Researcher: Charlotte Bell

South ___

time: 11:00 am

recorded
step

AVENUE 12 - Measuring Urban Design Qualities - Score sheet

Side: North ___

Team: Group 8

Date: 4/10

Researcher: Group 8

multiplier x

value

multiplier

South _x_

time: 12:00 pm

recorded

recorded value

imageability

step

multiplier x

value

multiplier

recorded value

imageability
0

0.41

0.00

1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)

0

0.41

0.00

11

0.72

7.92

2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)

3

0.72

2.16

0

0.97

0.00

3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)

0

0.97

0.00

12

0.11

1.32

4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

5

0.11

0.55

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

0

0.08

0.00

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

0

0.08

0.00

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.64

0.00

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

1

0.64

0.64

43.5

0.02

0.87

7. number of people (your side, within study area)

6

0.02

0.12

4

-0.18

-0.72

8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

5

-0.18

-0.90

1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)
2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)
3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)
4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

7. number of people (your side, within study area)
8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

add constant +2.44

imageablity score

add constant +2.44

11.83

enclosure

imageablity score

2.57

enclosure

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

4

-0.31

-1.23

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0

0.72

0.00

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

0

0.94

0.00

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.65

-1.42

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.5

-2.19

1

-0.31

-0.31

0.3

0.72

0.21

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

0.75

0.94

0.71

-0.92

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.95

-1.42

-1.35

-1.10

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.95

-2.19

-2.08

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

add constant +2.57

enclosure score

add constant +2.57

-0.68

human scale

enclosure score

-2.82

human scale

-2.96

-0.74

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

4

2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

0

1.10

0.00

0.15

1.10

0.17

15

-0.003

-0.05

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)

15

-0.003

-0.05

1

0.05

0.05

4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)

5

0.05

0.23

0.04

1.24

5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

0

0.04

0.00

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)
4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)
5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

31

-0.74

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)
2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

1

add constant +2.61

-0.74

add constant +2.61

human scale score

0.89

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

0

1.22

0.00

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

0.15

1.22

0.18

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0

0.67

0.00

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.3

0.67

0.20

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0.4

0.53

0.21

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0.1

0.53

0.05

transparency

human scale score

-0.39

transparency

add constant +1.71

add constant +1.71

transparency score

transparency score

1.92

0.44

complexity

complexity
13

0.05

0.60

1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

9

0.05

0.41

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

3

0.23

0.68

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

3

0.23

0.68

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

3

0.12

0.35

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

4

0.12

0.46

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.42

0.00

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.42

0.00

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

0

0.03

0.00

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

0

0.03

0.00

1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

add constant +2.61

add constant +2.61

complexity score

Madera County Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign

4.23

complexity score

1.55
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Appendix 2
AVENUE 12 - Measuring Urban Design Qualities - Score sheet
Team: 9

Researcher:

Rebecca & Kelly

Madera County Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign

Side: North ___
Date: 4/12

South ___

time:

1:30 PM

recorded
step

Side: North ___
Date: 4/10

Researcher: Tyler, Jon, Matt

value

multiplier

South _X_

time:

recorded

multiplier x
recorded value

step

multiplier x

value

multiplier

recorded value

imageability

imageability
1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)

AVENUE 12 - Measuring Urban Design Qualities - Score sheet
Team: Ten

0

0.41

0.00

1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)

0

0.41

0.00

2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)

1

0.72

0.72

2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)

1

0.72

0.72

3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)

0

0.97

0.00

3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)

0

0.97

0.00

4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

5

0.11

0.55

4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

1

0.11

0.11

15

0.08

1.20

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

0

0.08

0.00

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.64

0.00

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.64

0.00

7. number of people (your side, within study area)

8

0.02

0.16

7. number of people (your side, within study area)

0

0.02

0.00

8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

4

-0.18

-0.72

8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

0

-0.18

0.00

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

add constant +2.44

add constant +2.44

imageablity score

imageablity score

4.35

3.27

enclosure

enclosure
1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

3

-0.31

-0.92

1

-0.31

-0.31

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0

0.72

0.00

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.1

0.72

0.07

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

0

0.94

0.00

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

0.1

0.94

0.09

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.6

-1.42

-0.85

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.4

-1.42

-0.57

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.7

-2.19

-1.54

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.5

-2.19

-1.10

add constant +2.57

add constant +2.57

enclosure score
1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

enclosure score

-0.74

0.08

human scale

human scale
3

-0.74

-2.22

3

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

-0.74

-2.22

0.35

1.10

0.39

0

1.10

0.00

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)

15

-0.003

-0.05

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)

20

-0.003

-0.06

4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)

0

0.05

0.00

4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)

0

0.05

0.00

0.04

1.60

5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

1

0.04

0.04

2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

40

2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

add constant +2.61

add constant +2.61

human scale score

2.33

human scale score

0.37

transparency

transparency
0.35

1.22

0.43

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

0

1.22

0.00

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0

0.67

0.00

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.1

0.67

0.07

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0.1

0.53

0.53

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0

0.53

0.00

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

add constant +1.71

add constant +1.71

transparency score

transparency score

2.67

1.78

complexity

complexity
21

0.05

0.96

1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

25

0.05

1.15

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

6

0.23

1.35

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

3

0.23

0.68

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

4

0.12

0.46

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

6

0.12

0.69

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.42

0.00

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.42

0.00

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

8

0.03

0.25

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

0

0.03

0.00

1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

add constant +2.61

add constant +2.61

complexity score

A-56

5.63

complexity score

5.12

Madera County Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign

Appendix 3

Madera County Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign

Appendix 3
Case Studies

Madera County Avenue 12 Corridor Redesign
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